
IN CASE YOU MISSED IT, THIS IS WHAT THE LEGAL FRATERNITY HAS HAD 

TO SAY ABOUT THIS “APPALLING” BILL: 

The response from the legal community to this new Bill has been strong and 

immediate. This proposed new law (inserting a section 8A into the existing Public 

Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 with a whole new regime allowing the Premier and 

Minister to ‘rule by decree’) has been widely condemned as a power grab, as 

draconian. 

In an open letter signed by more than a dozen silks on Thursday night, including 

Jennifer Batrouney, AM, QC, Eugene Wheelahan, QC, Ross Gillies, QC, and Stuart 

Wood, AM, QC and now also signed by 25 QCs and other “deeply concerned” top 

lawyers in Victoria, has described this proposed law as “Antithetical to basic 

democratic rights.”  

LIST OF BARRISTERS: Ross H Gillies QC, Jennifer J Batrouney AM QC, James W 

S Peters AM QC, Peter W Collinson QC, Philip D Crutchfield QC, David J Batt QC, 

Stuart Wood AM QC, Gregory P Harris QC, Gerard D Dalton QC, Paul J Hayes QC, 

Stewart J Maiden QC, Richard P P Dalton QC, Eugene Wheelahan QC, Dimitri 

Ternovski, Chris O’Grady QC, Aine Magee QC, Gina Schoff QC, Suresh 

Senathirajah QC, Marcus Clarke QC, Mark Robins QC, Peter Chadwick QC, Roisin 

Annesley QC, Rob Hay QC, Michael Gronow QC, Darryl Burnett and Robyn Sweet 

Chris Blanden QC, the President of the usually conservative and careful Victorian 

Bar called the proposed law “appalling”. In an open letter to members of the Victoria 

Bar, Mr Blanden QC stated: 

On an initial reading of the Bill, the Victorian Bar has grave concerns about some of 

its content. 

The overriding concern is that the Bill confers on the Health Minister what is, in a 

practical sense, an effectively unlimited power to rule the State by decree for an 

effectively indefinite period, and without effective judicial or parliamentary oversight. 

… 
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•        The Bill expressly allows the Minister’s orders to discriminate on the basis of 

an attribute within the meaning of the Equal Opportunity Act These attributes include, 

among many others, political beliefs.  Thus, the Bill enables the Minister to make 

orders targeting people on the basis of their political beliefs if the Minister believes 

this is reasonably necessary to protect public health…. 

THE HORRORS THIS LAW HAS IN STORE 

There are many other shocking aspects to this proposed law. 

As the open letter from Victorian QCs sets out: 

 The overriding concern is that the Bill, if passed, may allow the Victorian government 

effectively to rule the State of Victoria by decree for the foreseeable future, without 

proper Parliamentary oversight or the usual checks and balances on executive 

power. 

A key feature of the Bill is that the Minister of Health will have the power to make 

“pandemic orders” (s 165AI). This effectively confers an unlimited and practically 

unreviewable power on the Minister to rule Victoria by decree on a long-term basis: 

• The Minister can make a pandemic order while a “pandemic declaration” made by 

the Premier is in force. Given the low threshold for the making of this declaration (s 

165AB) and the fact that COVID-19 is unlikely to be going away any time soon, we 

can expect a pandemic declaration to be in force for the foreseeable future. Thus, the 

Minister’s power to make pandemic orders will remain in place for the foreseeable 

future. 

It falls to the Premier alone to be satisfied a ‘pandemic declaration’ should be made, 

triggering all the broad powers and high criminal penalties. 

These powers include (if you read the whole Bill and think through its effects) a 

‘pandemic order’ for the detention of any specific class of person in ‘pandemic 

management areas’ and/or can include the banning of any gatherings or any 

particular activity. It even includes the random appointment of authorised officers 

(not police) to enact these orders, (s.165AI and s.165AK), reminiscent of the ‘stasi’ 

or the ‘kapos’. 
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It is up to the Premier alone to decide when his own and his Minister’s and 

government’s powers kick in and how long they last (s.165AB and s.165AE). If the 

Premier alone is satisfied that such a declaration should be made and he and his 

Minister should be given the unchecked powers, he can do so based on his own 

subjective opinion. The Bill provides none of the usual legal checks on power, of 

review by courts and the legislated objective requirement of ‘reasonableness’ or 

‘reasonable necessity’ to declare a pandemic situation. NO approval by parliament is 

required. It’s carte blanche to Mr Andrews or anyone who follows. 

Here’s a taste of how this sinister and overreaching legislation works: 

The Premier alone can declare a pandemic and set the regime in motion where there 

is ‘serious risk to public health’. But you need to look at how a serious risk to public 

health is defined to be when a pandemic disease or ‘a disease of pandemic potential’ 

which may pose a material risk, including: “…even when – the rate of community 

transmission of the disease in Victoria is low; or there have no cases of the disease 

in Victoria for a period of time” (s.4 definitions, cl. 5). 

AND a ‘disease of pandemic potential’ itself can be an infectious disease that “has 

the potential to give rise to a pandemic, but is not yet a pandemic disease” (s.4 

definitions, cl.6). 

So, in short, anytime at all in any circumstances in the opinion of one man, Dan 

Andrews. 

In stark contrast to the existing Act that already conferred vast powers to the 

government and its officers as we have seen, there is no need for a State of 

Emergency and there is no need for the Premier to have parliament oversee this 

state of affairs or approve extensions of that State of Emergency. 

For more detail about the dangers posed by this legislation, click here. 
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